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Accomodation
I stayed in a Halls of Residents. I stayed at Whitworth Park. I found it really hard to decide where to 
go as obviously you have very limited information to base your decision off. I chose this one as it 
was self catered and really close to Uni. If you want the convenience of being close to Uni then 
Whitworth Park or Denmark Rd are your halls to look at (Denmark Rd is very fancy and quite 
pricey - so I have been told). Your other option is to be in the Student area which is in the “suburb” 
called Fallowfield. This is where the vast majority of students live, and is very much like a Dunedin 
flatting scene - all of your neighbours are students. The most common student halls is in Owens 
Park. People say they really enjoy living there, but again depends on what you are looking for. As 
far as I know all of the halls are pretty much filled with first years, so you need to make sure you are 
prepared to live with 17 and 18 year olds again. 
I really enjoyed my time in Whitworth Park. You live in flats of 9 people, and there is about 20 flats 
in each building. There is always flat parties going on and there is a bar at the hall too, so there was 
always plenty of options to be social and meet people outside of your flat. They organise lots of 
activities for you to participate in too, they would have weekly movie nights, get in comedians 
every second week, have themed nights at the bar, and would also organise excursions so there was 
always plenty to get involved in if you want to.
The university year also starts in September so they had a freshers week - much like our o week - 
that I would highly recommend you get involved in. It allows you to meet a lot of people in your 
first week and also takes you to lots of different night clubs around town.

Money Matters
I was luckier than some, in that I took the semester before I went on exchange off so I could work 
full time to save money for my trip away. This meant that I was able to travel for 2 months before I 
started Uni and enjoy the European Summer. If you can afford to I would highly recommend that 
you do this! I had the best time, and it is a great way to meet a lot of people, although they will 
mostly be Aussies. 
Money whilst at Uni though, it would cost me £95 a week for my accommodation - this was paid in 
a lump sum half way through the semester - I think that it ended up costing just under $3000 NZD 
for the whole semester, and this was one of the cheapest halls. This includes everything, except 
food. I was in a self catered hall so only needed to buy my food, this would cost me around $40 -50 
NZD a week, but again depends on your personal preferences, of what you  like eating, how much 
you eat etc. You can definitely eat for around $25 NZD a week if you are on a budget, as many of 
the people that I lived with did.

Night life 
There are always always deals on different night clubs to go to around Manchester, and there are 
different places that are cheap on different nights of the week. They hand out fliers at uni 
advertising this, so it is a good way for you want to know where the cheap specials are, and what 
places are good to go to on the different nights of the week. You could easily go out every night of 
the week and have a good time, I noticed it was different to Otago in the way that there wasn't really 
a student night (if any it would be Wednesday), and people just went out when they felt like it, 
which generally meant we were going out for at least a drink most nights of the week. Most places 
cost to get into if you go out after 11pm this can range from £1-£5 generally. If you are really into 
the music scene Manchester is probably a great place for you. There is always a lot happening and a 
lot of variety when it comes to music. One of the main things that I recommend you to look into is 
the Warehouse Project. This is hugely popular. It generally happens about twice a week, and tickets 



for it are released in July and every night is usually sold out within a couple of days of the tickets 
being released. Go online and have a look to see if they have tickets, otherwise go onto their 
Facebook page and ask around - I managed to get 4 tickets to the night I wanted as someone 
couldn't go. People are generally pretty good too and just sell it to you for face value. It is definitely 
something worth looking into!

Academic
I found that my work load was quite full on. The minimum papers that Manchester lets you take is 
5, and they are generally of the same work load of an Otago papers. I found the second year papers 
pretty easy and then the third year papers is a bit of a step up in terms of the amount of work 
required. This is because it is everyones final year and so they just work them really hard. It was 
definitely manageable though. Classes are also really interactive, which I found different to Otago. 
Some lecturers would learn your name and ask your opinion, other lecturers just regularly ask 
questions for peoples inputs and opinions. I found this a bit uncomfortable at first, but as you get 
used to it it is fine, and generally the same people speak up in every lecture so it is fine. 

Weather
People always say that it rains all of the time in Manchester, but I really haven't noticed that rain has 
been a problem - doesn't seem to rain any more here than it would in Dunedin. It started to get quite 
cold in December and January, but again would be on par with Dunedin, and being in a hall meant 
that it was never really an issue. My first couple of months here were actually really warm, but 
apparently that was unusual. Pretty much if you go anywhere in the UK you are going to experience 
similar weather, as I have learnt.

Things to do
There are plenty of things to do in Manchester and is just dependant on your personal preference. 
Unfortunately I didn't get a chance to do half the things I wanted to as I decided to do a lot of travel 
in the weekends. I wish I did explore Manchester a bit more as it is a really nice city, but travelling 
in the weekends is great. In the weekends I travelled to Munich (for Oktoberfest), London, Cardiff, 
Edinburgh, Dublin and Bristol, and then for the 1 week holidays (they call it Reading Week) I spent 
12 days travelling around Southern France. I also went to Skifest for Christmas and then Budapest 
for New Years.
Manchester is a great city to be based at as it has such a large and easily accessible international 
airport. A lot of the time it was much much cheaper to fly to Manchester than to London, so that 
was always a bonus! Keep your eye out for deals, there are plenty of budget airlines you can fly 
with, and I never experienced a problem with any of them. For example I got £9 flights to Dublin 
for the weekend. 
Travelling by rail is also great. I would always travel by train instead of bus. You can train to 
anywhere within the UK from Manchester, and most of them are direct. If you are going to do a lot 
of travel around the UK and you think you will go by train, then it is definitely worth buying a 
“16-25 Rail Card”. You just do this online and it costs you £30, but I got my money back after only 
2 trips, as it saves you at least 1/3 of the fare. If you prefer a cheaper option and don’t mind 
spending a few hours on a bus, then MegaBus is super super cheap to get you around the UK.

If you are wanting to have a good look around Manchester these are the things I suggest you look 
into (I haven’t managed to do all of these but have heard they are good):
Manchester United or Manchester City Football Game
Tour of Old Trafford (Man United Stadium)
Explore Northern Quarter (Area in Town)
Look around the Gay Village
Get super cheap cocktails and a nice meal from FONT (By Oxford Rd Train station)
Plenty of museums - all of them are free too



Media City - BBC is based in Manchester, and it is where Coronation Street is filmed so you can get 
a tour of their studios
Printworks
Deansgate
Christmas Markets !!! - Are a must if you are here at this time of year

This is just a small list, but there is seriously a lot to do - I would often just walk around the city 
when going into town, and there is lots of cool cafes and things down the side streets. 

Overall I loved my time on exchange and would highly recommend it to anyone - Manchester is a 
great place to do it too. It is super accessible to everywhere, and cheap for a large city in England. 
The exchange program here is really good too as it is done directly through the business school, and 
not the university, this means you get to meet a lot of people early on who are all in the same classes 
as you. They have a special committee of people from the business school who organise activities 
and events for you to all do together, which shows you around the city and lets you meet all the 
exchange students and lots of the students in the business school.
Manchester has also been ranked the number 1 most employable uni for graduates according to a 
survey done by employees. Therefore if at some stage you are thinking of working in the UK I have 
been told it is a massive advantage to have the University of Manchester on your CV too! 
Exchange is an awesome way to spend a semester, or a year, of study, and opens so many doors to 
the opportunities around the world!

- The very cool study rooms in the main 
Library!

Off to PANGEA in O-week … highly 
recommend you go to this!
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